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Keith Richards
The theory of sets of finite perimeter provides, in the broader framework of Geometric Measure Theory (hereafter referred to as GMT), a particularly wellsuited framework for studying the existence, symmetry, regularity, and structure of singularities of minimizers in those geometric variational problems in which surface area is minimized under a volume constraint. Isoperimetric-type problems constitute one of the oldest and more attractive areas of the Calculus of Variations, with a long and beautiful history, and a large number of still open problems and current research. The first aim of this book is to provide a pedagogical introduction to this subject, ranging from the foundations of the theory, to some of the most deep and beautiful results in the field, thus providing a complete background for research activity. We shall cover topics like the Euclidean isoperimetric problem, the description of geometric properties of equilibrium shapes for liquid drops and crystals, the regularity up to a singular set of codimension at least 8 for area minimizing boundaries, and, probably for the first time in book form, the theory of minimizing clusters developed (in a more sophisticated framework) by Almgren in his AMS Memoir [Alm76]. Ideas and techniques from GMT are of crucial importance also in the study of other variational problems (both of parametric and non-parametric character), as well as of partial differential equations. The secondary aim of this book is to provide a multi-leveled introduction to these tools and methods, by adopting an expository style which consists of both heuristic explanations and fully detailed technical arguments. In my opinion, among the various parts of GMT, www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press Cambridge University Press 978-1-107-02103-7 -Sets of Finite Perimeter and Geometric Variational Problems: An Introduction to Geometric Measure Theory Francesco Maggi Frontmatter More information xiv Preface the theory of sets of finite perimeter is the best suited for this aim. Compared to the theories of currents and varifolds, it uses a lighter notation and, virtually, no preliminary notions from Algebraic or Differential Geometry. At the same time, concerning, for example, key topics like partial regularity properties of minimizers and the analysis of their singularities, the deeper structure of many fundamental arguments can be fully appreciated in this simplified framework. Of course this line of thought has not to be pushed too far. But it is my conviction that a careful reader of this book will be able to enter other parts of GMT with relative ease, or to apply the characteristic tools of GMT in the study of problems arising in other areas of Mathematics.
The book is divided into four parts, which in turn are opened by rather detailed synopses. Depending on their personal backgrounds, different readers may like to use the book in different ways. As we shall explain in a moment, a short "crash-course" is available for complete beginners.
Part I contains the basic theory of Radon measures, Hausdorff measures, and rectifiable sets, and provides the background material for the rest of the book. I am not a big fan of "preliminary chapters", as they often miss a storyline, and quickly become boring. I have thus tried to develop Part I as independent, self-contained, and easily accessible reading. In any case, following the above mentioned "crash-course" makes it possible to see some action taking place without having to work through the entire set of preliminaries.
Part II opens with the basic theory of sets of finite perimeter, which is presented, essentially, as it appears in the original papers by De Giorgi [DG54, DG55, DG58]. In particular, we avoid the use of functions of bounded variation, hoping to better stimulate the development of a geometric intuition of the theory. We also present the original proof of De Giorgi's structure theorem, relying on Whitney's extension theorem, and avoiding the notion of rectifiable set. Later on, in the central portion of Part II, we make the theory of rectifiable sets from Part I enter into the game. We thus provide another justification of De Giorgi's structure theorem, and develop some crucial cut-and-paste competitors' building techniques, first and second variation formulae, and slicing formulae for boundaries. The methods and ideas introduced in this part are finally applied to study variational problems concerning confined liquid drops and anisotropic surface energies.
Part III deals with the regularity theory for local perimeter minimizers, as well as with the analysis of their singularities. In fact, we shall deal with the more general notion of (Λ, r 0 )-perimeter minimizer, thus providing regularity results for several Plateau-type problems and isoperimetric-type problems. Finally, Part IV provides an introduction to the theory of minimizing clusters. These last two parts are definitely more advanced, and contain the deeper ideas www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press Cambridge University Press 978-1-107-02103-7 -Sets of Finite Perimeter and Geometric Variational Problems: An Introduction to Geometric Measure Theory Francesco Maggi Frontmatter More information Preface xv and finer arguments presented in this book. Although their natural audience will unavoidably be made of more expert readers, I have tried to keep in these parts the same pedagogical point of view adopted elsewhere.
As I said, a "crash-course" on the theory of sets of finite perimeter, of about 130 pages, is available for beginners. The course starts with a revision of the basic theory of Radon measures, temporarily excluding differentiation theory (Chapters 1-4), plus some simple facts concerning weak gradients from Section 7.2. The notion of distributional perimeter is then introduced and used to prove the existence of minimizers in several variational problems, culminating with the solution of the Euclidean isoperimetric problem (Chapters 12-14) . Finally, the differentiation theory for Radon measures is developed (Chapter 5), and then applied to clarify the geometric structure of sets of finite perimeter through the study of reduced boundaries (Chapter 15).
Each part is closed by a set of notes and remarks, mainly, but not only, of bibliographical character. The bibliographical remarks, in particular, are not meant to provide a complete picture of the huge literature on the problems considered in this book, and are limited to some suggestions for further reading. In a similar way, we now mention some monographs related to our subject.
Concerning I have the feeling that while I was busy trying to talk about the rock without forgetting about the roll, some errors and misprints made their way to the printed page. I will keep an errata list on my webpage.
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Notation 1 We work in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n , that is the nfold cartesian product of the space of real numbers R. Therefore x = (x 1 , ..., x n ) is the generic element of R n , and
is the canonical orthonormal basis of R n . We associate with x ∈ R n \ {0} the one-dimensional linear subspace x of R n , x = {tx : t ∈ R}, called the space spanned by x. We endow R n with the Euclidean scalar product x · y = n i=1 x i y i . Given a linear subspace H of R n , we denote by dim(H) its dimension. If dim(H) = k, then the orthogonal space to H in R n is the (n − k)-dimensional linear space defined by H ⊥ = y ∈ R n : if x ∈ H then y · x = 0 , and we set x ⊥ = x ⊥ for x 0. The Minkowski sum of E, F ⊂ R n is defined as E + F = x + y : x ∈ E, y ∈ F , with x + F = {x} + F if x ∈ R n . A k-dimensional plane π in R n is a set of the form π = x + H where x ∈ R n and H is a k-dimensional space in R n . When k = 1 we simply say that π is a line in R n . Given E ⊂ R n and λ > 0 we set
Defining the Euclidean norm |x| = ( We also set S n−1 = ∂B = {x ∈ R n : |x| = 1} for the unit sphere in R n . Given E, F ⊂ R n , the diameter of E and the distance between E and F are
